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IT DOES not seem possible to say of the imagination 
;hat it has a certain single characteristic which of itself 
(gives it a certain single val~ as, for example, good or 
evil. To say such a thing would be the same thing as to 
say that the reason is good or evil or, for that matter, that 
human nature is good or evil. Since that is my first point, 
let us discuss it. 

Pascal called the imagination the mistress of the world. 
But as he seems never to have spoken well of it, it is 
certain that he did not use this phrase to speak well of 
it. He called it the deceptive element in man, the mistress 
of error and duplicity and yet not always that, since there 
would be an infallible measure of truth if there were an 

( infallible measure of untruth. But 'being most often false, 
it gives no sign of its quality and indicates in the same 
way both the true and the false. A little farther on in his 
Pen8ee8 he speaks of magistrates, their red robes, their 
ermines in which they swathe themselves, like. furry cats, 
the palaces in which they sit in judgment, the fleurs.de.
lis, and the whole necessary, august apparatus. He says, 
and he enjoys his own malice in saying it, that if medical 
men did not have their cassocks 'and the mules. they wore 
and if doctors did not have their square hats and robes 
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four times too large, they would never have been able to 
dupe the world, which is incapable of resisting so genu
ine a display. He refers to soldiers and kings, of whom he 
speaks with complete caution and respect, saying that 
they establish themselves by force, the others ~~par gri

mace. " He justifies monarchs by the strength they possess 
and says that it is necessary to have a well-defined reason 
to regard like anyone else the Grand Seigneur sur
rounded, in his superb seraglio, by forty thousand janis. 
sanes. 

However this may be, if respect for magistrates can 
be established by their robes and ermines and if justice 
can be made to prevail by the appearance of the seats of 
justice and if vast populations can be brought to live 
peacefully in their homes and to lie down at night with 
a sense of security and to get up in the morning confident 
that the great machine of organized society is ready to 
carry them on, merely by dressing a few men in uniform 
and sending them out to patrol the streets, the sort of 
thing that was the object of Pascal's ridicule and that 
was, to his way of thinking, an evil, or something of an 
evil, becomes to our way of thinking a potent good. The 
truth is, of course, that we do not really control vast 
populations in this way. Pascal knew perfectly well that 
the chancellor had force behind him. If he felt in his day 
that medicine was an imaginary science, he would not 
feel so today. After all, Pascal's understanding of the im
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sion. His sister, who attended him, described the scene. 
He had repeatedly asked that he might receive com
munion. His sister wrote: 

God, who wished to reward a desire so fervent and so 
just, suspended this convulsion as by a miracle and re
stored his judgment completely as in the perfection of his 
health, in a manner that the parish priest, entering into 
his room with the sacrament, cried to him: ~~Here is he 
whom you have so much desired." These words com
pletely roused him and as the priest approached to give 
him communion, he made an effort, he raised himself half 
way without help to receive it with more respect; and 
the priest having interrogated him, following the custom, 
on the principal mysteries of the faith, he responded dis
tinctly: ~~Yes, monsieur, I believe all that with all my 
heart." Then he received the sacred wafer and extreme 
unction with feelings so tender that he poured out tears. 
He replied to everything, thanked the priest and as the 
priest blessed him with the holy ciborium, he said, ~~Let 
God never forsake me." 

Thus, in the very act of dying, he clung to what he him
self had called the delusive faculty. When I said a mo
ment ago that he had never spoken well of it, I did not 
overlook the fact that ~~this superb power, the eD@ly of 
reason," to use his own words, did not, and could not, al. 
ways seem the same to him. In a moment of indifference, 
pe said that the imagination disposes all things and that 
it is ili.e.~_~agination that creates beauty, justice and hap
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piness. In these various ways, the example of Pascal 
demonstrates how the good of the imagination may be 
evil and its evil good. The imagination is the power of 
the mind over the possibilities of things; but if this con~ 
stitutes a certain single characteristic" it is the source not 
of a certain single value but of as many values as reside 
in the possibilities of things. 

A second difficulty about value is the difference be~ 
tween the imagination as metaphysics and as a power of 
the mind over external objects, that is to say, reality. 
Ernst Cassirer in his An Essay on Man says: 

In romantic thought the theory of poetic imagination 
had reached its climax. Imagination is no longer that spe~ 
cial human activity which builds up the human world of 
art. It now has universal metaphysical value. Poetic im
agination is the only clue to reality. Fichte's idealism is 
based upon his conception of ~~productive imagination." 
Schelling declared in his System of Transcendental Ideal~ 
ism that art is the consummation of philosophy. In na~ 
ture, in morality, in history we are still living in the 
propylaeum of philosophical wisdom; in art we enter into 
the sanctuary itself. The true poem is not the work of the 
individual artist; it is the universe itself, the one work of 
art which is forever perfecting itself. 

Professor Cassirer speaks of this as 4~exuberant and 
ecstatic praise of poetic imagination." In addition, it is 
the language of what he calls ~~romantic thoughe' and by 
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romantic thought he means metaphysics. When I speak 
of the power of the mind over external objects I have in 
mind, as external objects, works of art as, for example, 
the sculptures of Michelangelo with what Walter ,Pater 
calls 4~their wonderful strength verging, as in the things 
of the imagination great strength always does, on what is 
singular or strange," or, in architecture, the formidable 
public buildings of the British or the architecture and 
decoration of churches, as, say, in the case of the Jesuit 
church at Lucerne, where one might so easily pass from 
the real to the visionary without consciousness of change. 
Imagination, as metaphysics, leads us in one direction 
and, as art, in another. 

When we consider the imagination as metaphysics, we 
realize that it is in the nature of the imagination itself that 
we should be quick to accept it as the only clue to reality. 
But alas! we are no sooner so disposed than we encounter 
the logical positivists. In Language, Truth and Logic, 
Professor Ayer says that 

it is fashionable to speak of the metaphysician as a kind 
of misplaced poet. As his statements have no literal mean
ing, they are not subject to any criteria of truth or false
hood; but they may still seem to express, or arouse, 
emotions, and thus be subject to ethical or aesthetic stand
ards. And it is suggested that they may have considerable 
value, as means of moral inspiration, or even as works of 
art. In this way, an attempt is made to compensate the 
metaphysician for his extrusion from philosophy. 
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It appears from this that the imagination as metaphysics, 
from the point of view of the logical positivist, has at 
least seeming values. During the last few months, the 
New Statesman of London has been publishing letters 
growing out of a letter sent to it by a visitor to Oxford, 
who reported that Professor Ayer's book had «acquired 
almost the status of a philosophic Bible." This led Pro
fessor Joad to look up the book and see for himself. He 
reported that the book teaches that 

If ... God is a metaphysical term, if, that is to say, 
He belongs to a reality which transcends the world of 
sense-experience . . . to say that He exists is neither 
true nor false. This position . . • is neither atheist nor 
agnostic; it cuts deeper than either, by asserting that all 
talk about God, whether pro or anti, is twaddle. 

What is true of one metaphysical term is true of all. 
Then, too, before going on, we must somehow cleanse 

the imagination of the romantic. We feel, without being 
particularly intelligent about it, that the imagination as 
metaphysics will survive logical positivism unscathed. 
At the same time, we feel, and with the sharpest possible 
intelligence, that it is not worthy to survive if it is to be 
identified with the romantic. The imagination is one of 
the great human powers. The romantic belittles it. The 
imagination is the liberty of the mind. The romantic is a 
failure to make use of that liberty. It is to the imagination 
what sentimentality is to feeling. It is a failure of the 
imagination precisely as sentimentality is a failure of feel-
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ing. The imagination is the only genius. It is intrepid and 
eager and the extreme of its achievement lies in abstrac
tion. The achievement of the romantic, on the contrary, 
lies in minor wish-fulfillments and it is incapable of ab
straction. In any case and without continuing to contrast 
the two things, one wants to elicit a sense of the imagina
tion as something vital. In that sense one must deal with 
it as metaphysics. 

If we escape destruction at the hands of the logical 
positivists and if we cleanse the imagination of the taint 
of the romantic, we still face Freud. What would he have 
said of the imagination as the clue to reality and of a cul
ture based on the imagination? Before jumping to the 
conclusion that at last there is no escape, is it not possible 
that he might have said that in a civilization based on 
science there could be a science of illusions? He does in 
fact say that "So long as a man's early years are influ
enced by the religious thought-inhibition . . . as well 
as by the sexual one, we cannot really say what he is 
actually like." If when the primacy of the intelligence 
has been achieved, one can really say what a man is actu
ally like, what could be more natural than a science of 
illusions? Moreover, if the imagination is not quite the 
clue to reality now, might it not become so then? As for 
the present, what have we, if we do not have science, 
except the imagination? And who is to say of its deliber
ate fictions arising out of the contemporary mind that 
they are not the forerunners of some such science? There 
is more than the romantic in the statement that the true 
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work of art, whatever it may be, is not the work of the 
individual artist. It is time and it is place, as these per
fect themselves. 

To regard the imagination as metaphysics is to think of 
it as part of life, and to think of it as part of life is to 
realize the extent of artifice. We live in the mind. One 
way of demonstrating what it means to live in the mind is 
to imagine a discussion of the world between two people 
born blind, able to describe their images, so far as they 
have images, without the use of images derived from 
other people. It would not be our world that would be 
discussed. Still another illustration may help. A man in 
Paris does not imagine the same sort of thing that a 
native of Uganda imagines. If each could transmit his 
imagination to the other, so that the man in Paris, lying 
awake at night, could suddenly hear a footfall that meant 
the presence of some inimical and merciless monstrosity, 
and if the man in Uganda found himself in, say, the 
Muenster at Basel and experienced what is to be experi
enced there, what words would the Parisian find to fore
stall his fate and what understanding would the Ugandan 
have of his incredible delirium? If we live in the mind, 
we live with the imagination. It is a commonplace to 
realize the extent of artifice in the external world and to 
say that Florence is more imaginative than Dublin, that 
blue and white Munich is more imaginative than white 
and green Havana, and so on; or to say that, in this town, 
no single pUblic object of the imagination exists, while 
in the Vatican City, say, no public object exists that is 
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not an object of the imagination. What is engaging us 
at the moment has nothing to do with the external world. 
Weare concerned with the extent of artifice within us 
and, almost parenthetically, with the question of its 
value. 

What, then, is it to live in the mind with the imagina
tion, yet not too near to the fountains of its rhetoric, so 
that one does not have a consciousness only of grandeurs, 
of incessant departures from the idiom and of inherent 
altitudes? Only the reason stands between it and the real
ity for which the two are engaged in a struggle. We have 
no particular interest in this struggle because we know 
that it will continue to go on and that there will never be 
an outcome. We lose sight of it until Pascal, or someone 
else, reminds us of it. We say that it is merely a routine 
and the more we think about it the less able we are to 
see that it has any heroic aspects or that the spirit is at 
stake or that it may involve the loss of the world. Is there 
in fact any struggle at all and is the idea of one merely a 
bit of academic junk? Do not the two carry on together in 
the mind like two brothers or two sisters or even like 
young Darby and young Joan? Darby says, 44It is often 
true that what is most rational appears to be most im
aginative, as in the case of Picasso." Joan replies, 44It is 
often true, also, that what is most imaginative appears 
to be most rational, as in the case of Joyce. Life is hard 
and dear and it is the hardness that makes it dear." And 
Darby says, uSpeaking of Joyce and the co-existence of 
opposites, do you remember the story that Joyce tells of 
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Pascal in Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man? Stephen 
said: 

-Pascal, if I remember rightly, would not suffer his 
mother to kiss him as he feared the contact of her sex

-Pascal was a pig-said Granby. 
-Aloysius Gonzaga, I think, was of the same mind-

Stephen said. 
-And he was another pig then-said Granby. 
-The church calls him a saint-Stephen objected." 

How is it that we should be speaking of the prize of 
the spirit and of the loss, or gain, of the world, in con
nection with the relations between reason and the imagi
nation? It may be historically true that the reason of a 
few men has always been the reason of the world. Not
withstanding this, we live today in a time dominated 
by great masses of men and, while the reason of a few 
men may underlie what they do, they act as their imagi
nations impel them to act. The world may, certainly, be 
lost to the poet but it is not lost to the imagination. I 
speak of the poet because we think of him as the orator 
of the imagination. And I say that the world is lost to 
him, certainly, because, for one thing, the great poems 
of heaven and hell have been written and the great poem 
of the earth remains to be written. I suppose it is that 
poem that will constitute the true prize of the spirit and 
that until it is written many lesser things will be so re
garded, inclUding conquests that are not unimaginable. 
One wants to consider the imagination on its most mo-
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mentous scale. Today this scale is not the scale of poetry, 
nor of any form of literature or art. It is the scale of in
ternational politics and in particular of communism. 
Communism is not the measure of humanity. But I limit 
myself to an allusion to it as a phenomenon of the im
agination. Surely the diffusion of communism exhibits 
imagination on its most momentous scale. This is be
cause whether or not communism is the measure of hu
manity, the words themselves echo back to us that it has 
for the present taken the measure of an important part 
of humanity. With the collapse of other beliefs, this 
grubby faith promises a practicable earthly paradise. The 
only earthly paradise that even the best of other faiths 
has been able to promise has been one in man's noblest 
image and this has always required an imagination that 
has not yet been included in the fortunes of mankind. 

The difference between an imagination that is engaged 
by the materialism of communism and one that is en
gaged by the projects of idealism is a difference in nature. 
It is not that the imagination is versatile but that there 
are different imaginations. The commonest idea of an im
aginative object is something large. But apparently with 
the Japanese it is the other way round and with them the 
commonest idea of an imaginative object is something 
small. With the Hindu it appears to be something ver
micular, with the Chinese, something round and with the 
Dutch, something square. If these evidences do not estab
lish the point, it can hardly be because the point needs 
establishing. A comparison between the Bible and poetry 
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is relevant. It cannot be said that the Bible, the most 
widely distributed book in the world, is the poorest. Nor 
can it be said that it owes its distribution to the poetry it 
contains. If poetry should address itself to the same needs 
and aspirations, the same hopes and fears, to which the 
Bible addresses itself, it might rival it in distribution. 
Poetry does not address itself to beliefs. Nor could it 
ever invent an ancient world £u1l of figures that had been 
known and become endeared to its readers for centuries. 
Consequently, when critics of poetry call upon it to do 
some of the things that the Bible does, they overlook the 
certainty that the Biblical imagination is one thing and 
the poetic imagination, inevitably, something else. We 
cannot look at the past or the future except by means of 
the imagination but again the imagination of backward 
glances is one thing and the imagination of looks ahead 
something else. Even the psychologists concede this pres
ent particular, for, with them, memory involves a repro
ductive power, and looks ahead involve a creative power: 
the power of our expectations. When we speak of the 
life of the imagination, we do not mean man's life as it is 
affected by his imagination but the life of the faculty it
self. Accordingly, when we think of the permeation of 
man's life by the imagination, we must not think of it as 
a life permeated by a single thing but by a class of things. 
We use our imagination with respect to every man of 
whom we take notice when by a glance we make up our 
mind about him. The differences so defined entail differ
ences of value. The imagination that is satisfied by poli-
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tics, whatever the nature of the politics, has not the same 
value as the imagination that seeks to satisfy, say, the 
universal mind, which, in the case of a poet, would be 
the imagination that tries to penetrate to basic images, 
basic emotions, and so to compose a fundamental poetry 
even older than the ancient world. Perhaps one drifts off 
into rhetoric here, but then there is nothing more con
genial than that to the imagination. 
, Of imaginative life as social form, let me distinguish at 

once between everyday living and the activity of cultural 
organization. A theater is a social form but it is also a 
cultural organization and it is not my purpose to discuss 
the imagination as an institution. Having in mind the 
extent to which the imagination pervades life, it seems 
curious that it does not pervade, or even create, social 
form more widely. It is an activity like seeing things or 
hearing things or any other sensory activity. Perhaps, if 
one collected instances of imaginative life as social form 
over a period of time, one might amass a prodigious num
ber from among the customs of our lives. Our social atti
tudes, social distinctions and the insignia of social 
distinctions are instances. A ceremonious baptism, a cere
monious wedding, a ceremonious funeral are instances. 
It takes very little, however, to make a social form arising 
from the imagination stand out from the normal, and the 
fact that a form is abnormal is an argument for its sup
pression. Normal people do not accept something ab
normal because it has its origin in an abnormal force like 
the imagination nor at all until they have somehow 
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normalized it as by familiarity. Costume is an instance of 
imaginative life as social form. At the same time it is an 
instance of the acceptance of something incessantly ab
normal by reducing it to the normal. It cannot be said 
that life as we live it from day to day wears an imagina
tive aspect. On the other hand, it can be said that the 
aspect of life as we live it from day to day conceals the 
imagination as social form. No one doubts that the forms 
of daily living secrete within themselves an infinite va
riety of things intelligible only to anthropologists nor that 
lives, like our own, lived after an incalculable number of 
preceding lives and in the accumulation of what they 
have left behind are socially complicated even when they 
appear to be socially innocent. To me, the accumula
tion of lives at a university has seemed to be a subject 
that might disclose something extraordinary. What is the 
residual effect of the years we spend at a university, the 
years of imaginative life, if ever in our lives there are 
such years, on the social form of our own future and on 
the social form of the future of the world of which we 
are part, when compared with the effects of our later 
economic and political years? 

The discussion of the imagination as metaphysics has 
led us off a little to one side. This is justified, however, 
by the considerations, first, that the operation of the im
agination in life is more significant than its operation in 
or in relation to works of art or perhaps I should have 
said, from the beginning, in arts and letters; second, that 
the imagination penetrates life; and finally, that its value 
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as metaphysics is not the same as its value in arts and 
letters. In spite of the prevalence of the imagination in 
life, it is probably true that the discussion of it in that 
relation is incomparably less frequent and less intelligent 
than the discussion of it in relation to arts and letters. 
The constant discussion of imagination and reality is 
largely a discussion not for the purposes of life but for the 
plirposes of arts and letters. I suppose that the reason for 
this is that few people would turn to the imagination, 
knowingly, in life, while few people would turn to any
thing else, knowingly, in arts and letters. In life what is 
important is the truth as it is, while in arts and letters 
what is important is the truth as we see it. There is a 
real difference here even though people turn to the im
agination without knowing it in life and to reality with
out knowing it in arts and letters. There are other pos
sible variations of that theme but the theme itself is there. 
Again in life the function of the imagination is so varied 
that it is not well-defined as it is in arts and letters. 
In life one hesitates when one speaks of the value of the 
imagination. Its value in arts and letters is aesthetic. 
Most men's lives are thrust upon them. The existence of 
aesthetic value in lives that are forced on those that live 
them is an improbable sort of thing. There can be lives, 
nevertheless, which exist by the deliberate choice of 
those that live them. To use a single illustration: it may 
be assumed that the life of Professor Santayana is a life 
in which the function of the imagination has had a func
tion similar to its function in any deliberate work of art 
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or letters. We have only to think of this present phase of 
it, in which, in his old age, he dwells in the head of the 
world, in the company of devoted women, in their con~ 
vent, and in the company of familiar saints, whose pres~ 
ence does so much to make any convent an appropriate 
refuge for a generous and human philosopher. To repeat, 
there can be lives in which the value of the imagination 
is the same as its value in arts and letters and I exclude 
from consideration as part of that statement any thought 
of poverty or wealth, being a bauer or being a king, and 
so on, as irrelevant. 

The values of which it is common to think in relation 
to life are ethical values or moral values. The Victorians 
thought of these values in relation to arts and letters. It 
may be that the Russians mean to do about as the Vic· 
torians did, that is to say, think of the values of life in 
relation to arts and letters. A social value is simply an 
ethical value expressed by a member of the party. Be· 
tween the wars, we lived, it may be said, in an era when 
some attempt was made to apply the value of arts and 
letters to life. These excursions of values beyond their 
spheres are part of a process which it is unnecessary to 
delineate. They are like the weather. We suffer from it 
and enjoy it and never quite know the one feeling from 
the other. It may, also, be altogether wrong to speak of 
the excursions of values beyond their spheres, since the 
question of the existence of spheres and the question of 
what is appropriate to them are not settled. Thus, some· 
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thing said the other day, that "An objective theory of 
value is needed in philosophy which does not depend 
upon unanalysable intuitions but relates goodness, truth 
and beauty to human needs in society, \I has a provocative 
sound. It is so easy for the poet to say that a learned man 
must go on being a learned man but that a poet respects 
no knowledge except his own and, again, that the poet

) 

does not yield to the priest. What the poet has in mind, 
when he says things of this sort, is that poetic value is an 
intrinsic value. It is not the value of knowledge. It is not 
the value of faith. It is the value of the imagination. The 
poet tries to exemplify it, in part, as I have tried to ex· 
emplify it here, by identifying it with an imaginative 
activity that diffuses itself throughout our lives. I say ex· 
emplify and not justify, because poetic value is an in· 
tuitional value and because intuitional values cannot be 
justified. We cannot very well speak of spheres of value 
and the transmission of a value, commonly considered 
appropriate to one sphere, to another, and allude to the 
peculiarity of roles, as the poet's role, without reminding 
ourselves that we are speaking of a thing in continual 
flux. There is no field in which this is more apparent than 
painting. Again, there is no field in which it is more con· 
standy and more intelligently the subject of discussion 
than painting. The permissible reality in painting wavers 
with an insistence which is itself a value. One might just 
as well say the permissible imagination. It is as if the 
painter carried on with himself a continual argument as 
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to. whether what delights us in the exercise Df the mind 
is what we prDduce Dr whether it is the exercise Df a 
pDwer Df the mind. 

A generatiDn ago. we shDuld have said that the imagi~ 
natiDn is an aspect Df the cDnflict between man and na~ 
ture. TDday we are mDre likely to' say that it is an aspect 
Df the cDnflict between man and Drganized sDciety. It is 
part Df Dur security. It enables us to' live Dur Dwn lives. 
We have it because we do. nDt have enDugh withDut it. 
This may nDt be true as to. each Dne Df us, fDr certainly 
there are thDse fDr whDm reality and the reaso.n are 
enDugh. It is true Df us as a race. A single, stro.ng imagi~ 
natio.n is like a single, strDng reaso.n in this, that the ex~ 
treme go.Dd o.f each is a spiritual go.Dd. It is nDt Po.ssible 
to. say, as between the two., which is paramDunt. FDr 

that matter it is nDt always Po.ssible to. say that they are 
two.. When dDes a building stDP being a pro.duct Df the 
reaSDn and becDme a prDduct Df the imaginatiDn? If we 
raise a building to. an imaginative height, then the· build~ 
ing becDmes an imaginative building since height in itself 
is imaginative. It is the mDderato.r o.f life as metempsy~ 
chDsis was Df death. Nietzsche walked in the Alps in the 
caresses Df reality. We Durselves crawl DUt o.f o.ur o.ffices 
and classro.Dms and beco.me alert at the o.pera. Or we sit 
listening to. music as in an imaginatio.n in which we be~ 
lieve. If the imaginatio.n is the faculty by which we im~ 
po.rt the unreal into. what is real, its value is the value. 
o.f the way Df thinking by which we prDject the idea Df 
Go.d into. the idea o.f man. It creates images that are in-
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dependent o.f their Driginals since nDthing is mDre certain 
than that the imaginatio.n is agreeable to. the imaginatio.n. 
When o.ne's aunt in CalifDrnia writes that the geraniums 
are up to. her secDnd~sto.ry windDw, we so.o.n have them 
running o.ver the rDDf. All this diversity, which I have in~ 
tentiDnally piled up in cDnfusio.n in this paragraph, is 
typical Df the imaginatiDn. It may suggest that the im

, aginatiDn is the ignDrance o.f the mind. Yet the imagina
tiDn changes as the mind changes. I knDW an Italian who. 
was a shepherd in Italy as a bo.y. He described his day's 
wDrk. He said that at evening he was so. tired he wo.uld 
lie dDwn under a tree like a do.g. This image was, o.f 
co.urse, an image o.f his o.wn do.g. It was easy fo.r him 
to. .say ho.w tired he was by using the image o.f his tired 
dDg. But given anDther mind, given the mind Df a man o.f 
stro.ng po.wers, accustDmed to. tho.ught, accusto.med to. the 
essays Df the imaginatiDn, and the whDle imaginative su~ 
stance changes. It is as if o.ne co.uld say that the imagina~ 
tio.n lives as the mind lives. The primitivism disappears. 
The PlatDnic resDlutio.n Df diversity appears. The wo.rld 
is no. lo.nger an extraneDUS o.bject, full o.f Dther extraneo.us 
Dbjects, but an image. In the last analysis, it is with this 
image Df the wo.rld that we are vitally cDncerned. We 
shDuld no.t say, hDwever, that the chief o.bject o.f the im~ 
aginatio.n is to. prDduce such an image. Amo.ng so. many 
Dbjects, it wDuld be the merest imprDvisatio.n to. say o.f 
o.ne, even tho.ugh it is o.ne with which we are vitally CDn~ 
cerned, that it is the chief. The next step wDuld be to. as~ 
sert that a particular image was the chief image. Again, it 
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would be the merest improvisation to say of any image of 
the world, even though it was an image with which a vast 
accumulation of imaginations had been content, that it 
was the chief image. The imagination itself would not 
remain content with it nor allow us to do so. It is the ir
repressible revolutionist. 

In spite of the confusion of values and the diversity of 
aspects, one arrives eventually face to face with arts and 
letters. I could take advantage of the pictures from the 
Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin, which are being 
exhibited throughout the country and which many of 
you, no doubt, have seen. The pictures by Poussin are 
not the most marvelous pictures in this collection. Yet, 
considered as objects of the imagination, how completely 
they validate Gide's: L'We must approach Poussin little 
by little" and how firmly they sustain the statement made 
a few moments ago that the imagination is the only 
genius. There is also among these pictures a Giorgione, 
the portrait of a young man, head and shoulders, in a 
blue-purple blouse, or if not blue-purple, then a blue of 
extraordinary enhancings. Vasari said of Giorgione that 
he painted nothing that he had not seen in nature. This 
portrait is an instance of a real object that is at the same 
time an imaginative object. It has about it an imaginative 
bigness of diction. We know that in poetry bigness and 
gaiety are precious characteristics of the diction. This 
portrait transfers that principle to painting. The subject 
is severe but its embellishment, though no less severe, is 
big and gay and one feels in the presence of this work that 
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one is also in the presence of an abundant and joyous 
spirit, instantly perceptible in what may be called the dic
tion of the portrait. I could also take advantage, so far as 
letters are concerned, of a few first books of poems or a 
few first novels. One turns to first works of the imagina
tion with the same expectation with which one turns to 
last works of the reason. But I am afraid that although 
one is, at last, face to face with arts and letters and, 
therefore, in the presence of particulars beyond particu
larization, it is prudent to limit discussion to a single 
point. 

My final point, then, is that the imagination is the 
power that enables us to perceive the normal in the ab
normal, the opposite of chaos in chaos. It does this every 
day in arts and letters. This may seem to be a merely 
capricious statement; for ordinarily we regard the im
agination as abnormal per se. That point of view was 
approached in the reference to the academic struggle be
tween reason and the imagination and again in the refer
ence to the relation between the imagination and social 
form. The disposition toward a point of view derogatory 
to the imagination is an aversion to the abnormal. We see 
it in the common attitude toward modern arts and letters. 
The exploits of Rimbaud in poetry, if Rimbaud can any 
longer be called modern, and of Kafka in prose are de
liberate exploits of the abnormal. It is natural for us to 
identify the imagination with those that extend its ab
normality. It is like identifying liberty with those that 
abuse it. A literature overfull of abnormality and, cer
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tainly, present-day European literature, as one knows it, 
seems to be a literature full of abnormality, gives the rea
son an appearance of normality to which it is not, solely, 
entitled. The truth seems to be that we live in concepts 
of the imagination before the reason has established them. 
If this is true, then reason is simply the methodizer of 
the imagination. It may be that the imagination is a mir
acle of logic and that its exquisite divinations are calcula
tions beyond analysis, as the conclusions of the reason 
are calculations wholly within analysis. If so, one under
stands perfectly the remark that Ilin the service of love 
and imagination nothing can be too lavish, too sublime 
or too festive." In the statement that we live in concepts 
of the imagination before the reason has established 
them, the word Ilconcepts" means concepts of normality. 
Further, the statement that the imagination is the power 
that enables us to perceive the normal in the abnormal is 
a form of repetition of this statement. One statement does 
not demonstrate the other. The two statements together 
imply that the instantaneous disclosures of living are dis
closures of the normal. This will seem absurd to those 
that insist on the solitude and misery and terror of the 
world. They will ask of what value is the imagination to 
them; and if their experience is to be considered, how is 
it possible to deny that they live in an imagination of 
evil? Is evil normal or abnormal? And how do the ex
quisite divinations of the poets and for that matter even 
the "aureoles of the saints" help them? But when we 
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speak of perceIving the normal we have in mind the in
stinctive integrations which are the reason for living. Of 
what value is anything to the solitary and those that live 
in misery and terror, except the imagination? 

Jean Paulhan, a Frenchman and a writer, is a man of 
great sense. He is a native of the region of Tarbes. Tarbes 
is a town in southwestern France in the High Pyrenees. 
Marshal Foch was born there. An equestrian statue of 
the Marshal stands there, high in the air, on a pedestal. 
In his Les Fleurs de Tarbes, Jean Paulhan says: 

One sees at the entrance of the public garden of Tarbes, 
this sign: 

It is forbidden 
To enter into the garden 

Carrying flowers. 

He goes on to say: 

One finds it, also, in our time at the portal of literature. 
Nevertheless, it would be agreeable to see the girls of 
Tarbes (and the young writers) carrying a rose, a red 
poppy, an armful of red poppies. 

I repeat that Jean Paulhan is a man of great sense. But 
to be able to see the portal of literature, that is to say: 
the portal of the imagination, as a scene of norma110ve 
and normal beauty is, of itself, a feat of great imagina
tion. It is the vista a man sees, seated in the public garden 
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of his native town, near by some effigy of a figure cele
brated in the normal world, as he considers that the chief 
problems of any artist, as of any man, are the problems 
of the normal and that he needs, in order to solve them, 
everything that the imagination has to give. 

The Relations 

between Poetry and Painting 




